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i absolutely agree. i use the topaz sharpen/noise reduction tool (vuescan) on all of my images. i use
it not just to sharpen, but to help get rid of sensor noise. this is my daily work tool. on the one

occasion that i used an ocropus 1.3 it actually made my image worse. hi erik. i agree that dxo has its
best settings on large images. that doesnt stop a 5d from capturing a beautiful picture of a flower. i
prefer to put those types of images up on my web site. otherwise, i put them in an album. yes, with
the 5d, at least, i always like to start from the raw and let the software do the work of the denoiser. i
tend to use the fx software. for the t4i, i would first capture the photo in raw. for the t5i and the t6i, i
would use jpg mode as they are already jpegs. a lot of people shoot in jpg mode on a regular basis
and they want to get the max out of the camera and then downsize to a web site. the jpg mode lets
the camera do its job. i dont want to go back to jpg later because it might not look quite as great. i

agree. the noise reduction, i think, would still make it much more usable. if i did it, i would lower the
camera iso and with it, there would be much less noise. the difference between the t4i and the t5i is
very small. i would choose the t5i over the t4i based on the sensor. its a better image quality sensor
with an even smaller form factor and less weight than the t4i. has your focus not shifted from noise

reduction to getting back the histogram? you could use raw and then use the noise reduc x plug-in to
find the "sweet spot." i would be curious to hear your results.
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